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of-use#LAAAN ELEMENTARY THEOREM IN GEOMETRIC 
INVARIANT THEORY 
BY DAVID MUMFORD 
Communicated by Raoul Bott, May 18, 1961 
The purpose of this note is to prove the key theorem in a construc-
tion of the arithmetic scheme of moduli M of curves of any genus. 
This construction, which relies heavily on Grothendieck's whole 
theory of schemes, may be briefly outlined as follows: first one defines 
the family K of tri-canonical models of curves C of genus g, any char-
acteristic, in P
5?-
6, as a sub-scheme of one of Grothendieck's Hilbert 
schemes [3]. Second, one maps K-^A, where A (a sub-scheme of 
another Hilbert scheme) parametrizes the full projective family of 
the polarized Jacobians JC.P
N of these curves. It may then be shown 
that M should be the orbit space i£/PGL(5g —6); and it can also be 
shown that this orbit space exists if the orbit space A/PGL(N) exists. 
But, in general, given any family A of polarized abelian varieties 
VC.P
N invariant under projective transformations, ^4/PGL(iV) does 
exist; for simplicity assume that a section serving as an identity is 
rationally defined in the whole family A. Then A may be identified 
with the family of 0-cycles 51CP^ which are the points of order m 
(suitable m) on the abelian varieties V. Now neglecting for simplicity 
the group of permutations of the m
2° points of these 0-cycles, this 
reduces the problem to constructing the orbit space (P
N)
m°/PGL(N). 
In this paper, an apparently very natural open sub-scheme
1 (P
n)2* 
<Z(P
n)
mj any n, m, is constructed such that in fact (P
n)S* is a principal 
fibre bundle over its quotient by PGL(ra). This result is apparently 
new even over the complex numbers. The methods used are entirely 
elementary, and no special techniques are used to deal with the gen-
eralization from varieties to schemes. Moreover, except for the re-
placement of Z by k, no changes are necessary or appear possible 
should the reader wish to consider the objects as varieties rather than 
schemes. 
1. Let P
n be projective w-space over Z, (P
n)
m the m-fold product 
with itself. Let homogeneous coordinates in the ith factor be X%\ 
Xfy • • • , X®, and for all (» + l)-tuples let 
Dn.h,••-,*„= Det {Xi"\ 
1 See also [2] for a slightly lareer open sub-scheme. 
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Define (P
w){TC(P
n)
w to be the "set of m-tuples" (Pi, P2, • • • , Pw), 
P»£P
n, such that less than m/(n + l)Pi are contained in any single 
hyperplane of P
w. This is immediately seen to be an open sub-scheme. 
PROPOSITION. Let P = (Pi, P2, • • • , Pm) be a geometric point in 
(a) There are positive integers N and No such that for every i, a 
monomial II
(
0 in the D's exists such that II
(0(P) ^0, and the degree of 
n<*> in X$ is N ifj^i, and N-NQ ifj = i. 
(b) There is a positive integer N such that for every iï^j, a monomial 
n
(i'
j
) exists such that U^'
J)(P) ^0, and the degree of n
(i-
j
) in X^ is N 
if kj^i, j, and N+1 if k — i, and N—l if k =j. 
PROOF. Let E be the real vector space of dimension ra, and let H be 
the convex cone spanned by the points 
where x» = 0 if i^ik, any k, Xi—1 if i = ik, some fe, D;0>tl,...|în(P) 5^0. 
By means of assigning to each monomial in the D's the corresponding 
additive expression in the P's, the result (a) can readily be translated 
to the assertion that (1, 1, • • • , 1) GInt(iî). But if this is false, there 
is a linear functional on E, zero at (1, 1, • • -, 1) and negative on iJ, 
i.e. there exist «i, • • • , am such that 
(i) I>ù^0 if A0,n,...,in(P)^0, 
A;=0 
m 
(ii) E «< = 0. 
Say without loss of generality that ai^a2è * • • è«m. Pick the se-
quence io, ii, • -
 m f in as follows: io=l; i\ — smallest i such that 
PIT^P»; i2 = smallest i such that Pi, P^, P» do not lie on a line; etc. 
It is easy to see that the hypothesis on P implies in — 1 <w/(w + l), 
hence in^ [m/(w + l)] + l =/x + l, for instance. Now 
n 
Jfc=»0 
è fiai + junain 
^ /u*i + iinoLn+i 
^ juai + (m — M)<VH (since a^+i ^ 0) 
a m 
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Hence all equality signs hold, and one sees easily that all at=0. To 
obtain (b), given i, j, note first that there exist ii, • • • , in such that 
A-,ti,...,in(^P)^0, and A\H, — ,t»CP)^0 which follows easily using only 
that <m/2 points P» lie in any one hyperplane. Then set: 
n«.» = A.H,...,ln(A,n,--.O
iNr°~
1n^ n«->-n<». Q.E.D. 
2. THEOREM. There exist a quasi-projective scheme M, and a mor-
phism yf/: (P
n)S*—>M such that (P
W)S* is a principal fibre bundle over M, 
with group PGL(w). 
PROOF. Let 
JR = Z[ • • • , Xtl,...,iw, • • • J, So = Z[ « • « , A0,.,»n, • • • J, 
and 
The first step is: 
(A) R0 is finitely generated. First notice that Ro is generated by the 
monomials in Di0t...,in's that are homogeneous of the same degree in 
each set of variables X%\ Following Hilbert [l], use: 
LEMMA OF GORDAN. A finite system of homogeneous linear Diophan-
tine equations has a finite set of positive integral solutions so that every 
other positive integral solution is a positive integral combination of them. 
If the A0,...,tn are listed as D
(1),D
(2), • • • , D
m, then the monomi-
als DO>
ri.D(2)
r' • . • DW» in R0 are those satisfying: 
]C
 r*
= 11,
 ri
=
 etc. 
[1 occurs among [2 occurs among 
subscripts of D ] subscripts of D ] 
and the lemma applies. Q.E.D. 
Now recall the well-known lemma [2 ] : 
LEMMA. R = X)w Rn a graded ring, finitely generated over R0. There 
exists an N such that if R(N) = J^n RNn, then R{N) is finitely gener-
ated over Ro by elements of R(N)i = RN. 
Pick such an N for RG and consider the inclusion R0(N)(ZR(N). 
This corresponds to a rational map of projective schemes: 
$: (P
n)
w—>37. 
(B) $ is defined on (P
n)J\ By the usual translation into algebra, this 
means that if P is a geometric point in (P
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some positive ft, such that «(P^O. But by part (a) of the proposi-
tion, there is indeed a monomial îGA.jt, x(P)^0. Q.E.D. Let 
^ = #| (P
W)S\ It is immediate that, if TH PGL(n) X(P
n)S*->(P
n)? are 
the morphisms of the action of the group PGL(w) and the projection, 
for i = 1, 2 resp., then \p o xi = \[/ o X2. We wish to show that given any 
geometric point PE(P
n)™, there is an open sub-scheme UQM, 
\f/(P)GUy and a morphism s: U-*(P
n)% such that 
(i) \f/ o s = identity, 
(ii) UXPGL(n)—->
A\l/~
l(U) given by (x, a)—>7Ti(cr, s(#)) on geo-
metric points, is an isomorphism. 
When this is shown, it follows that M = \f/((P
n)%) is open in M and the 
theorem is fully proven. 5 will be constructed by the help of a very 
simple " Typische Darstellung" (as such identities are called in classical 
invariant theory). Namely, seek 
(i) IijÇERo.Nk, Oûi^n, and l^j^ra, 
(ii) otjÇzSo, l^j^tn, homogeneous in X%\ all ft, 
(iii) <Tij(ES, O^ti, jSn, homogeneous in X$\ all ft with degree 
independent of i and j, but dependent on ft, such that 
(*) oijX- = X) <n.klkj, 0 ^ i S n, 1 ^ j ^ m, 
fc=0 
(**) OLj(P) ^ 0, Ui^«. 
Then {er»,/} define a rational map 0: (P
w)
m—»PGL(w), while for each 
j, {lij} define a rational map M—>P
n, hence together a rational map 
37->
5(P
n)
M. Define Z7C3Î as the "set of points" QGM such that for 
all j, otj(Q) 5^0. Clearly by (*), 5 is a morphism when restricted to U, 
and 0 is a morphism when restricted to yp"
x(U). Moreover (*) then 
translates to the statement that the composed morphism below is 
the identity: 
<t> X (S O \p) TTi 
yp-\u)- —^-iPGL(n) X (P
w)
w -> (P
n)
m. 
Then (i) follows formally, and to show (ii), define B:yl/~
l(U)—>U 
XPGL(w) by ^X0, then A o B = identity also follows formally. To 
see that B o A = identity, note first that for any geometric points P 
and <r in (P
n)™ and PGL(n) resp., 7Ti(<r, P)=P implies <x~e; for there 
are clearly n-\-l independent points P/ among P=(Pi, • • • , POT), 
and since<m/(n + l) of the P»are in anyone hyperplane,all Pi could 
not lie in one of the n + 1 hyperplanes spanned by 
(Po', • • • , P[, - - • , Pn )• Consequently B o A is the identity on 
geometric points, and since U and PGL(w) are reduced, B o A is the 
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Finally, construct the Typische Darstellung as follows. Given P, 
obviously there exist H, • • • , in such that Z>t-0,...,»n(P)^0. Simply 
multiply through by a suitable function the standard identity: 
(*)n D • x
U) - V n * • . .x
(ik) 
For some arbitrary a, set 
«y = (Ao,...,in)^
o-n
(tt^-n
(*«'«> n^«>-n«o> n<*>, 
aitk = n
(i°'
a
) n
(i*'
a
) n^^'i/^ 
and (*) and (**) follow. Q.E.D. 
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